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WHY?

== To know how do they look like (collections 
don’t show this)
== To study genitalia. Stacking стек(к)инг
== To attract new students and interested 
people (educational significance)
== To show how beautiful they are (ART 
photography) 















MSU, dept. of Entomology



Original calendars (insects and plants) 
are available on:
http://entomology.bio.msu.ru/about/ny21/

Or contact me to have better quality 
(30 x 45 cm).

http://entomology.bio.msu.ru/about/ny21/


Some elementary knowledge about photo camera working
== camera shutter speed 
== the aperture in the lens
== sensitivity of the matrix (film), ISO

And! Additional artificial light. Usually flash (TTL) is used 
to improve shadows or to be the main light.



Now we can’t discuss any technical problems of
macrophotography. 
Some information is in the my abstract, such as modes of
photography “S” and “M”.
Sometimes the "A" mode (aperture priority) is used. By 
closing the aperture (up to 8 in compact cameras or up to 
29-32 in SLR/mirror cameras), we get the maximum depth 
of field. However, at long exposures (more than 1/200 s), 
the image is often blurred.
"Auto" mode usually doesnt work.



Some examples



The best tripod is our own hands
and body. 
Always look for some support.





Natural light
1/250 s (“S”)
A (aperture)=18
ISO = 1250
scale 1:1
(no need to have more)

no flash

SLR camera,
macro lens with
fixed focal length
105 mm



The same, but
A=16,
ISO=1600



The same
+ weak flash

NB
Don’t confuse
with weak flesh



About focusing…………
Don't forget, please, that when creating (mentally) 
a picture, we can always draw a plane through three points.





Compact, autofocus
flash

correction -2 EV



About flashes



The only direct
flash lamp. 
Terrible shadows.
Very bad!

However, the information 
about 
Zelotes rusticus is rather 
good.



Various diffusers and reflectors.

Or special flaches.



«Жизнь
замечательных
жуков»



«Жизнь
замечательных
жуков»



«Жизнь
замечательных
жуков»



Two lamps –
two shadows



The second
shadow is removed



About cropping



Compact camera,
5 MP



Nothing
to crop



SLR camera,
full frame
matrix 
36 MP



Cropping 
allows us to 
get images of 
small (3 - 4 
mm) objects,

but not 5:1 scale 
stacking



And very short comments 
about photographing in the lab





To kill or not to kill?



v-kartsev@yandex.ru


